


En la temporada Enero/Febrero 2018, se dictarán cursos intensivos para adultos (Levels) en el Liceo, Casa Central, Av. 
Callao 362, y en Barrio Norte Av. Pueyrredón 1388. Estos cursos tendrán distinta carga horaria de acuerdo al nivel y la 
duración y se dictarán de lunes a viernes por la mañana o la tarde. (En las demás sucursales, sólo se armarán por pedido de 
los alumnos en el mes de febrero. Mínimo requerido: 5 alumnos pagos) Los alumnos se podrán inscribir desde cualquiera 
de nuestras sedes.

 Los niveles 1 al 4 comprenden  48 hs de inglés a cubrirse en un mes: 16 clases de 3 horas por clase.
                 Enero (del jueves 4/1 al jueves 25/1) Lunes a viernes 3 hs por día
                 Febrero (del lunes 5/2 al miércoles 28/2) Lunes a viernes 3 hs por día

                  Los niveles 5 al 8 comprenden 64 hs de inglés a cubrirse en un mes: 18 clases
                Enero (del  jueves 4/1 al lunes 29/1) Lunes a Viernes 3,5 hs por día. 
                 Febrero (del jueves 1/02 al miércoles 28/02) Lunes a Viernes 3,5 hs por día.   

Cursos de 48 h  $6.600 (Level 1) (4 cuotas)
                                $8.250 (Levels 2 a 4) (4 cuotas  y matrícula)
Cursos de 64 h $10.050 (Levels 5 a 8 y Superior) (4 cuotas y 
matrícula)

Sobre este valor se efectuarán las siguientes bonificaciones:
                                  • Noviembre: 20% (efectivo o tarjeta)
                                  • Diciembre:  15%   (efectivo o tarjeta)

  SÓLO EN CALLAO 
  
Level 1   (L a V 8 a 11)
Level 1   (L a V de 19 a 22)
Level 2   (L a V 8 a 11)
Level 2   (L a V 19 a 22)
Level 3   (L a V 19 a 22)
Level 4   (L a V 19 a 22)
Level 5   (L a V de 18:30 a 22)
Level 6   (L a V de 18:30 a 22)
Level 7   (L a V de 18:30 a 22)
Level 8   (L a V de 18:30 a 22)
  EP1          (M y J de 19 a 21)

Aranceles

CALLAO 

Level 1   (L a V 8 a 11)
Level 1   (L a V de 19 a 22)
Level 2   (L a V 8 a 11)
Level 2  (L a V 19 a 22)
Level 3   (L a V 19 a 22)
EP1         (M y J de 19 a 21)

BARRIO NORTE
  
Level 4   (L a V de 19 a 22)
Level 5    (L a V de 18:30 a 22)
Level 6   (L a V de 18:30 a 22)
Level 7     (L a V de 18:30 a 22)
Level 8      (L a V de 18:30 a 22)
Superior   (L a V de 18:30 a 22)

Enero FebreroVALOR NORMAL

PARA INSCRIBIRSE EN ESTOS CURSOS EL ALUMNO DEBERÁ ABONAR POR ADELANTADO LA TOTALIDAD DEL CURSO

Los alumnos que cursen en verano los niveles de 48 o 64 horas ya tienen su matrícula paga para 2018 

NIVEL 1
NOVIEMBRE
DICIEMBRE

NIVELES 2 al 4
NOVIEMBRE
DICIEMBRE

NIVELES 5 al 8 
NOVIEMBRE
DICIEMBRE

FCE práctica 
(MyJ 19-21)

Efectivo o Débito/
Crédito

5280
5610

6600
7012

8040
8542

1880
1997

Valor Normal

6600

Por ser dictados en período vacacional, los cursos de verano podrán ser dictados por más de un 
docente: un profesor 3 días y otro 2 días; o bien por distintos profesores en las distintas quincenas. 
Las demás sucursales sólo ofrecerán cursos de verano en febrero, de nivel inicial o por pedido de los 
alumnos. Estos se abrirán con un mínimo de 5 alumnos pagos.

Los cursos de Callao y Barrio Norte en Febrero podrán ser dictados en una u otra sede de acuerdo 
con el Nº de inscriptos y disponibilidad de aulas.
El curso de FCE es de práctica para el examen. Se dicta en enero (4/1 al 30/1) y  en febrero (del 
1/2 al 28/2) los martes y jueves de 19 a 21 h. Se utiliza distinto material en los dos meses. Arancel: 
$2350 por mes (con los mismos descuentos que los otros cursos). 
Mínimo de alumnos : 5.

IMPORTANTE

8250

10050

2350

*

*

Lcb home page
Cursos de verano 2018
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LAYOUT & DESIGN / DISEÑO DE REVISTA: info@estudiopandg.com
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Kazuo Ishiguro was born in Nagasaki, Japan in 1954. 
His parents moved to Britain when he was five and he grew up there, 
attending the University of Kent and the University of East Anglia. His first 
novel A Pale View of Hills is a powerful and disturbing account of a middle-
aged Japanese woman living in England who, after her daughter´s suicide, 
recalls her life in Nagasaki shortly after the atomic bomb had fallen. 

KAZUO ISHIGURO

This novel was awarded the Winifred Holtby Prize by the Royal Society of 
Literature and Kazuo Ishiguro went on to write three other prizewinning 
novels, including The Remains of the Day. In addition to writing, Kazuo 
Ishiguro has done community work in a poor area of Glasgow and has 
worked with homeless people in London. He now lives in London with his 
wife and children.

I keep thinking about this river somewhere, with the 
water moving really fast. And these two people in the 
water, trying to hold onto each other, holding on as 
hard as they can, but in the end it's just too much. 
The current's too strong. They've got to let go, drift 
apart. That's how it is with us. It's a shame, Kath, 
because we've loved each other all our lives. But in 
the end, we can't stay together forever.
Kazuo Ishiguro, Never Let me Go

For a great many people, the evening is the most 
enjoyable part of the day. Perhaps, then, there is 
something to his advice that I should cease looking back 
so much, that I should adopt a more positive outlook 
and try to make the best of what remains of my day.
Kazuo Ishiguro, The Remains of the Day

What is the point in worrying oneself too much about 
what one could or could not have done to control the 
course one’s life took? Surely it is enough that the likes 
of you and I at least try to make our small contribution 
count for something true and worthy. And if some of us 
are prepared to sacrifice much in life in order to pursue 
such aspirations, surely that is in itself, whatever the 
outcome, cause for pride and contentment.
Kazuo Ishiguro, The Remains of the Day

LANÚS TEAM DO HOMAGE TO MR KAZUO ISHIGURO, LITERATURE NOBEL PRIZE 2017.
CONGRATULATIONS FOR THIS WELL DESERVED AWARD!!

QUOTES
“Memories, even your most precious ones, fade 
surprisingly quickly. But I don’t go along with that. The 
memories I value most, I don’t ever see them fading.” 
Kazuo Ishiguro, Never Let Me Go

“You have to accept that sometimes that's how things 
happen in this world. People's opinions, their feelings, 
they go one way, then the other. It just so happens you 
grew up at a certain point in this process.”
Kazuo Ishiguro, Never Let Me Go

“It was like when you make a move in chess and just 
as you take your finger off the piece, you see the 
mistake you've made, and there's this panic because 
you don't know yet the scale of disaster you've left 
yourself open to.” 
Kazuo Ishiguro, Never Let Me Go

“The evening's the best part of the day. You've done your 
day's work. Now you can put your feet up and enjoy it.” 
Kazuo Ishiguro, The Remains of the Day

“As a writer, I'm more interested in what people tell 
themselves happened rather than what actually 
happened” 
 Kazuo Ishiguro

Lanús / Level VIII / Rocío Pose 

Lit Bit
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Greetings
from Barrio Norte
OUR LIVES BY JUNIOR 1
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Level 1 / Tuesdays and Thursdays
Teacher: Camila Sánchez Dimitrioff

Level 1 / Mondays and Wednesdays
Teacher: Diana Lauría

WELCOME LEVEL 1
Happy students, happy teacher and happy coordinator!!!! 
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Belgrano 
Experts

Children I  /  Teacher: Jazmin Castillo 

ANIMAL LOVE BY CHILDREN 2

ON THE READER "DOROTHY"  BY CHILDREN 1
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The film Raging Bull is based on the autobiography 
of Jake La Motta, a famous middle weight boxer of 
1950s. The film was directed by Martin Scorsese. It 
stars Robert de Niro as Jake La Motta, Cathy Moriarty 
as his wife and Joe Pesci as his brother. The film won 
two Oscars in 1981 for Best Actor (Robert De Niro) 
and Best Photomontage.
The film is set in New York in 1950s. It was filmed on 
location in New York.
The film is about Jake La Motta´s story. Jake grows 
up into an American Italian working class family so 
he has to make a future for himself. After fighting 
many times with other kids in Bronx, and remaining 
a period in a reformatory, Jake takes boxing as a 
job and starts his professional career. Jake has to 
fight a lot, sometimes has to make arrangements 
with The Mafia, but eventually he wins the World 
Championship of Middle Weight, beating Marcel 
Cerdan in 1949. After two successful defenses Jake 
loses the title with Ray Sugar Robinson He starts to 
decline like a boxer. Time later he and his family split 
up because of his bad temper.
I recommend Raging Bull. This drama shows the 
backstage of boxing and the miserable life of boxers, 
even the winners. It was filmed in black and white, 
which makes it especially beautiful, and the scenes 
on the ring are very original. I would like to add as a 
weird reference that Robert De Niro had to put on 27 
kilos to make some scenes of the movie. 

CORALINE (2009)

Raging bull (1980)

LEVEL 6

RAGING BULL (1980)

LEVEL 6

ETERNAL SUNSHINE... (2004)

LEVEL 6

SLEEPING DISORDERS

LEVEL 8
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Meet the 
Flores Team!
ANIMALS BY CHILDREN 1
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FAMILIES BY CHILDREN 1
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Hurlingham
Kids
CHILDREN 1

KINDER

Helena Ambrosetti, Maia García Fredes, Simón Ambrosetti and Camilo Dupleich.  /Thank you, Micaela Catalano!

Children 1 created their own 

Clothes Shops with shoe boxes. 

Then they role-played situations 

and had tons of fun!!! 

Thank you, Melissa Picco Soria!!!

Barchuk Fernández  Lourdes;Benitez Milena Sofia;Benitez Valentina; Cruz Juan Ignacio; D`Andrea Benjamín; Dubs 
Dylan Kevin; Fernandez Santiago; Ferreño Ana Victoria; Ottaviani Valentina; Quinteros Facundo; Ruggieri Bianca
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“HOW TO LIVE A HEALTHILY LIFE” 

1) Do Sport: Look for a funny activity that you like. You need 
to do it three times a week.
2) Eat Healthily: Don´t go on a strict diet. Eat what you like 
but reduce portions. Drink a lot of water.
3) Don´T Get Stressed: Don´t argue about things that don´t 
matter. Relax and Breath deeply.
4) Enjoy Your Work: Choose a job that you really like.
By Martina Vanotti

"HOW TO MAKE A GOOD IMPRESSION ON YOUR FIRST 
DAY IN YOUR ENGLISH CLASS"

1)  Be punctual. It´s very important to be on time for your 
first class.
2) Be yourself. You need to make friends to do exercises and 
talk in class.
3) Be ready to talk and to answer questions about 
yourself. The teacher will want to know about you and your 
classmates.
4) Be happy. It’s very important to learn English with a 
positive attitude.
5) Be cool. Don´t forget to help your classmates.
6) You need to have a book and a notebook. You need to do a 
lot exercises and homework.
By Victoria Weis Mancini 

“HOW TO MAKE A GOOD IMPRESSION ON YOUR FIRST 
DAY IN YOUR ENGLISH CLASS”

These are some important tips. I call them "the P-tips":

1- Be Punctual: it is very important not to be late. Try to arrive 
five minutes before the class starts.
2- Be Polite: say hello and smile to your teachers and 
classmates. That will make a good impression of you.
3- Put your cell phone on vibrate mode or turn it off: try to 
keep it in your pocket until the class finishes.
4- Pay attention to your teacher: listen carefully and write 
down the most important things.
5- Participate actively: raise your hand if you want to say 
something.
By Eduardo Mateo

“HOW TO MAKE A GOOD IMPRESSION AT A JOB INTERVIEW”

It's a stressful and difficult moment, but these tips can help 
you to get your next job...
1) Make sure your appearance is appropriate. It's important 
to look good for the interview, especially if you're applying 
for a high executive position. Wear a nice and formal suit. If 
you are a man, shave your beard and keep your hair short 
and well combed. If you are a woman, don't wear too much 
make up and wear your hair tied.
2) Be confident. Confidence is essential and the interviewer 
can notice this through your body language. Maintain an 
upright posture, shake hands firmly, talk loudly but don't 
shout. Relax and don't be nervous.
3) Be prepared before you go to the interview. Learn about 
the company, study the typical questions they might ask 
you like "what do you consider your weaknesses are?" or 
"how do you see yourself in ten years’ time?" Think positive 
and clever answers. Carry a copy of your CV with you, you 
may need it if they ask you for it.
4) Have a positive attitude. When the interviewer asks 
you questions, it is important to be honest but it is more 

important to be positive. Don't talk about the arguments 
that you had in your previous job. If you have to mention the 
problems that you had, explain how you solved them in a 
constructive way. Use optimistic words.
By Diego Kobzistyj.

“HOW TO MAKE A GOOD IMPRESSION AT A JOB INTERVIEW”

1) You need to do some "homework" before you go.
2) You have to go with an ironed shirt. Ther first impresion is 
the most important.
3) Be punctual it´s very important not to be late in the first 
meeting with your new boss.
4) Don´t talk too much. Sometimes it´s necessary for you 
to hear only.
5) Answer the questions with the truth, remember that it will 
be your new job.
Good luck!
By  Laura De Cicco.

“HOW TO MAKE A GOOD IMPRESSION AT A JOB INTERVIEW”

1) In the beginning, you have to introduce yourself and talk 
about your work experience.
2) Before an interview, some people search for information 
about the company because the selector can ask you 
something about the company.
3) Be optimistic, at a job interview you always have to say 
polite words, make good sentences and be a positive and 
honest person.
4) You don't have to extend the conversation. Just say the 
necessary words and answer only what they ask you.
By Jaqueline Lambarri.

“HOW TO MAKE A GOOD IMPRESSION ON YOUR FIRST DAY 
IN YOUR ENGLISH CLASS”
1) You need to pay attention to the teacher.
2) You have to be friendly with your new partners.
3) It’s very important not to be late, you have to be on time.
4) Be ready to answer questions that the teacher asks you.
By Jésica Martynaitis.

“HOW TO MAKE A GOOD IMPRESSION AT A JOB INTERVIEW”

1) Punctuality: Try to arrive at least 10 minutes early to avoid 
last minute problems or traffic. If you’re late, call to inform 
them.
2) Dress appropriately: Dress formally. If you’re man it’s not 
necessary to wear a suit, but it can be something elegant. If 
you’re a woman don’t to dress anything sexy. Don’t use too 
much perfume.
Women shouldn’t wear too much make-up and men should 
be shaved.
3) Body Posture: Sit straight and naturally. Try to relax but 
be careful with your hands and feet, keep them unfolded 
(and don’t cross them). Don’t look away, when you speak 
look at the eyes.
4) Speak Fluently: Don’t speak fast or slowly. Speak 
naturally. Don’t speak a lot or interrupt the interviewer when 
she/he’s speaking.Don’t speak badly about your ex-job or 
ex-boss.
5) Show Your Interest for the job and the company: Read all 
about the company before the interview.
6) At last, Smile: Don’t forget to do so. Although you’re 
stressed smiling is very important because it talks about 
you and it shows how positive you are.
By Adriana Pedronetto.

TOP TIPS...
BY CALLAO LEVEL 4 

HELPING LINES FROM OUR EXPERTS...

Tue- Thu 18.30h / Teacher: Cynthia Echanagorría

of all kinds
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FUN SCIENCE

LITTLE CHEF
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DINOSAURS BY CHILDREN 3

GEOGRAPHY GEEKS BY JUNIOR 2
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CELEBRATIONS (STUDENT´S AND TEACHER´S DAY)

FAMOUS PEOPLE BY LEVEL 2 / TEACHER: VICTORIA CASTRO

THE STONE AGE BY CHILDREN 3 / LUCIA FERNANDEZ NAVARRO AND RENATA 
PASTAFIGLIA / TEACHER: ADELA PEROTTI

IDIOMS BY LEVEL 5- 6 SATURDAYS / TEACHER: VICTORIA CASTRO
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Gonzalo Salina
Have you ever been stuck in a traffic jam? If so you know how annoying it is… Well, during my last holidays I 
went to visit my cousins in Mar de Ajó. We spent many hours on the road waiting for the cars to move!!! 
Traffic jams are so horrible; they make you feel annoyed when you are in a hurry. My top tip is that when you 
travel you should take a book with you, it doesn’t matter which one, but it will entertain you. 
What do you think about this tip? Let me know what you think.

Agustina Nuñez
Last year, I went to Mar de Las Pampas with my family. But there was one problem that spoiled our fun. My 
cousin forgot to bring her ID!! We searched for it all around the hotel but we couldn’t find it! We searched 
all day long, but nothing happened. My family was very angry with her because she wasn’t responsible for 
her own things. They argued for hours and when they finished arguing, my cousin Sofía went to her bag and 
she found her ID!! She started laughing and ran to my aunt. Then they told us and we shouted at them and 
laughed at the same time. This anecdote was very silly but it was funny. 
Have you ever lived a similar situation or anecdote? Let me know what you think.

Natalia Cáceres
Hello to all my readers! Last summer, my friends and I went to Mar del Plata. We had so much fun but some 
things went wrong. At first the hotel was horrible, it was old and dirty, then we were far from the center and 
the worst thing…we couldn’t get in touch with our families because the signal was weak.
That’s why, I’m going to give you some tips for your next summer holidays… So, you must choose the correct 
place, near the beach and the center and if you book the hotel on the internet, try to see that the photos of 
the hotels are real!!! Next time my friends and I will be more careful about that.
Let me know what you think…
Naty

Augusto Rego
One day I went to Federación. Everything looked good but suddenly I saw a dove. The dove was hurt. I picked it 
up and took it to the house we were staying at. I fed it but the next day when I woke up it was dead. Next year 
if or when I come back I won’t pick up another hurt animal.

Nicolás de Albuquerque
Last holiday my parents forgot our passports in the hotel. So we had to wait for another plane. We arrived 
home one day later so it was very bad. Have you got any suggestions for me in this situation? I think that we 
must have had a copy of them. Do you think it is a good idea?
That was the second time my parents forgot the passports. The first time was in Uruguay, we had a good time 
though. 

Nicolás Martínez
My cousin lost her luggage during her last holidays because she wasn’t so careful and her luggage was very 
similar to others. Besides, it didn’t have her name on it or anything to help us recognize it. My advice was to 
mark it with something. What do you think about this plan?
Finally, we got it back because my uncle talked to the airport officer who luckily found the luggage and 
brought it back to us.

The Blog

The servant, after hearing that Richard 
had correctly said the name, location 
and year of the wine, grabbed a bottle 
of wine that was on display and silently 
walked behind Richard. She raised 
the bottle as high as she could and 
crushed it on Mr Pratt’s head “That 
must give you some time” she said.
The family rapidly packed their most 
valuable belongings, they knew that 
if Richard was still alive, he would 
remember their little bet and the 
accident.
As they made their way out, Mike 
and his family looked at the servant 
one last time, they knew she had two 
options: Either Richard was dead or he 
could come round at any time. Both 
were bad news.
In that moment, they realized that 
whatever the case, the matter was in 
the hands of their loyal servant.

“Keep calm daddy”, shouted louise.
“I don’t mind getting two houses” she 
said.
Actually, she had realized that, what 
she really hoped for, was to get married 
to pratt.
She admitted being in love with him.
“Stop doing this” she shouted at the 
servant, and recommended going 
back to the kitchen to make a delicious 
chocolate cake to celebrate the good 
news, and let’s drink a glass of chateau 
Branaire Ducru.
She was thrilled and incredibly pleased. 
Mike, her father, was bewildered 
and stunned, and her mother was 
completely gobsmacked, as well as 
Richard Pratt!!

‘I need you to leave my house, now!’ 
said Mike to all the guests, ‘Except for 
you, Richard. You must stay and give 
me an explanation’. It was the last time 
I saw Richard Pratt.
A few weeks after that horrible night, 
Mike called me to invite me and my 
wife to have dinner with him and his 
family. I accepted and asked him if he 
had had any news from Pratt. Instead 
of giving me an answer, he hanged up 
the phone. 
We went to his house that weekend 
and everything seemed normal. ‘I 
made my own bottle of wine!’ he said 
whispering to me, ‘That’s the reason 
why I’ve been absent recently… Do 
you want to taste it?’ I agreed and 
drank a bit. ‘It’s delicious! What’s its 
name?’ I asked surprised. ‘Oh, I called 
it The Stupid Cheater’ I looked at my 
glass and realized why the wine was 
so red. Then, I understood what had 
happened to Richard Pratt.

Florencia Magallan

TASTE BY ROAL DAHL
THREE DIFFERENT ENDINGS BY LEVEL 8 FLORES TEACHER: PATRICIA SOUSA

Edith Costa Maite Hoet



BY CAE FLORES SATURDAYS

CROSSWORD 
ON 
ELECTIONS 

Juan José Garcés and Martín Jun.

1) People that take part in a political party.
2) Adjective that refers to the division of powers within a state.
3) Method of cheating in the counting of votes.
4) Political ideas that a political party supports and goes by.
5) The person in charge of the executive power in certain systems of government.
6) Verb that refers to the act of making a legislative project become a law.
7) Public organ of the legislative power.
8) System of government in which people choose or elect their representatives. It was created in Greece.

1.POLITICIANS, 2.REPUBLIC, 3.ELECTORAL FRAUD, 4.PLATFORM, 5.PRESIDENT, 6.PASS,7 .CONGRESS, 8.DEMOCRACY.
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1 .

2 .

8 .

3 .

7 .
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4 .

1) Activities associated with the governance of a country, especially the debate between parties having power.
2) Principles and regulations established in a community by some authority applicable to the people.
3) The power or right to vote.
4) Synonym of Congressman. (plural)
5) Document needed to identify yourself when voting.
6) Occasion on which the citizens of a country decide upon their authorities in a legal way.
7) Provinces’ representatives chosen by the people.

1.POLITICS, 2.LAW, 3.FREEDOM, 4.DEPUTIES, 5.ID, 6.ELECTION, 7.SENATORS
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7 .


